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Abstract. We extend the concept of the polygon visible from a source pointS in a simple
polygon by considering visibility with two types of reflection,specularand diffuse. In
specular reflection a light ray reflects from an edge of the polygon according to the rule:
the angle of incidence equals the angle of reflection. In diffuse reflection a light ray reflects
from an edge of the polygon in all inward directions. Several geometric and combinatorial
properties of visibility polygons under these two types of reflection are described, when at
most one reflection is permitted. We show that the visibility polygonVs(S) under specular
reflection may be nonsimple, while the visibility polygonVd(S) under diffuse reflection is
always simple. We present a2(n2) worst-case bound on the combinatorial complexity of
bothVs(S) andVd(S) and describe simpleO(n2 log2 n) time algorithms for constructing
the sets.

1. Introduction

Visibility problems have a long history [21], with one of the first questions, the “art
gallery problem,” posed in 1973 by Klee [14], who asked how many stationary guards
are needed to guarantee that every point of a polygonal room is visible from at least one
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guard. Many aspects of this problem have been considered, including the use of different
types of guards, with different powers of vision. Thevisibility polygonwith respect to
a given point inside a simple polygon is the set of points that are directly visible to that
point. Linear-time algorithms for constructing point visibility polygons were presented
by ElGindy and Avis [8], by Lee [16], and by Guibas et al. [10].

Horn and Valentine introduced the concept ofk-link visibility, defining a pointD to
bek-link-visible to a pointS if there exists ak-link polygonal path between them that
remains inside the polygon [12]. Surveys of link distance work can be found in [19]
and [18]. O’Rourke’s book on art gallery theorems [20] is a comprehensive foundation,
while Shermer’s and Urrutia’s surveys [25], [26] provide more recent bibliographies on
art gallery problems.

Billiard paths and illumination of regions bounded by mirrors are two more variations
of visibility problems. A good description and summary of some of the open problems
can be found in the book by Klee and Wagon [14]. Much of the work on billiard paths
has been done in the field of ergodic theory, and the reader can find a full introduction
in the paper by Gutkin [11].

Visibility has been studied in computer graphics in relation to ray tracing and hidden
surface elimination algorithms. One of the early discussions of the problem can be found
in [9]. Reif et al. have investigated the difficulty of ray tracing in optical systems [24].

This paper investigates the geometric and combinatorial structures of visibility poly-
gons under assumption of a single reflection. We model two different types of reflection,
specular and diffuse. In specular reflection we assume that energy is reflected along a
specific direction and that it abides by the standard law of reflection: the angle of in-
cidence equals the angle of reflection. This type of reflection occurs from a perfectly
mirror-like surface. In diffuse reflection, energy is reflected in all inward directions. If
the reflecting surface is rough, this type of reflection is more common.

We show that, with a single reflection, the (point) visibility polygon under specular
reflectionVs(S) may be nonsimple, while the (point) visibility polygon under diffuse
reflectionVd(S) is always simple. We prove a tight2(n2) bound on the worst-case
combinatorial complexity (i.e., number of vertices and edges on the boundary) of both
types of visibility polygons and describe simpleO(n2 log2 n) algorithms for computing
them. Our paper only addresses visibility with single reflection. For a discussion of
multiple reflections and other extensions, see Section 7.

The remainder of this paper is divided into six sections. Section 2 contains basic
definitions. Section 3 is concerned with geometric properties ofVs(S). Section 4 analyzes
the complexity ofVs(S). Section 5 discusses the important features ofVd(S) and gives
a bound on its complexity. Section 6 presents an algorithm for constructingVs(S) and
Vd(S). Section 7 contains conclusions and discussion.

2. Definitions

Let P = (v0, v1, . . . , vn−1) be a simple polygon with no three collinear vertices. Let
int(X)andbd(X)denote the relative interior and the boundary of a regionX, respectively.

Two points inP are said to be (directly) visibleto each other if the interior of the line
segment joining them lies inint(P). A point p is said to beweakly visiblefrom a line
segmentst ⊂ P, if there is a pointz in the interior ofst such thatp is visible fromz.
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The (point) visibility polygonof S, V(S, P), is the set of all points inP that are directly
visible to the point light sourceS. If the polygon is understood in context we shorten
this notation toV(S). Let achord be any segment inP whose interior is contained in
int(P). V(S) is cut out ofP by a collection of disjoint chords, that we callwindowsof
V(S).

In specularreflection a light ray is reflected according to the standard law of reflection:
the angle of incidence equals the angle of reflection. Light rays that hit a vertex ofP
will terminate without reflection, which is the most common definition in the literature.
Letting vertices reflect light off one or both incident edges according to the reflection
law, and allowing light to have “grazing contact” with the boundary ofP is another
possibility. In nondegenerate situations, the two definitions only differ in classifying
points on the boundary of the visibility region, both for direct visibility and visibility
with one specular reflection. In the case of diffuse visibility, however, allowing light
arriving at a vertex to reflect inall inward directions produces a dramatic change in
the region visible with one reflection, as it becomes possible to light up portions of the
polygon lying “around the corner.”

In order to make our analysis easier, we make several nondegeneracy assumptions on
the shape of the polygon and position of the source. These assumptions do not change the
shape of the visible region in a fundamental fashion. One assumption, already mentioned,
is that no three vertices ofP are collinear. We also require that the sourceSis not collinear
with a pair of vertices ofP. Additional nondegeneracy assumptions related to reflected
light rays are mentioned below.

A point D is said to beindirectly visiblefrom the source pointS after onespecular
reflection, if there exists a pointp lying in the interior of an edge ofP, visible fromS
andD, and such thatSpandpD lie on the opposite sides of the inward normal tobd(P)
at p and make the same angle with it. We define a (specular) visibility path to be any
such polylineSpDbetween two points, with each segment being alink in the path.

In diffusereflection a light ray incident on a point in the interior of an edge ofP is
assumed to be reflected in all inward directions. A pointD is said to beindirectly visible
from a pointS after onediffusereflection, if there exists a pointp lying in the interior
of an edge ofP and directly visible fromS andD. We define a (diffuse) visibility path
to be any such polylineSpDbetween two points, with each segment being alink in the
path. In Fig. 2.1D1 is indirectly visible fromSunder diffuse reflection.D2 is indirectly
visible from Sunder specular and diffuse reflection. However,D1 is not visible fromS
under specular reflection.

Fig. 2.1. Types of indirect visibility.
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We define thespecular visibility region, Vs(S), to be the set of all pointsD in P
directly or indirectly visible toSunder specular reflection. Thediffuse visibility region,
Vd(S), is the set of all pointsD in P directly or indirectly visible toS under diffuse
reflection.

3. Specular Visibility Regions

In this section all reflections are assumed to be specular.
Let ei be an edge ofP weakly visible fromS. Let mi be the portion ofei directly

visible from S. We refer tomi as amirror. Define themirror visibility polygonof mi ,
Vi (S), as the set of points ofP that can seeS after reflecting offmi . Let the image of
S under reflection aboutei be Si . Let 1i be the triangle formed bySi andmi . Then
Vi (S) = P∩V(Si , P∪1i ). (More precisely,P∪1i denotes here the Riemann surface
obtained by “gluing”P to1i alongmi , which handles the possibility that, as a subset
of the plane,1i overlapsP.) This is the dark-shaded region in Fig. 3.1. (Note that in
Figs. 3.1, 3.2, 3.7, and 5.4, unlike the remaining figures in this paper, we use shading to
indicate presence of light, rather than its absence.) Ifa ≤ n is the number of edges ofP
weakly visible fromS, we let{m0,m1, . . . ,ma−1} denote the set of mirrors.

By definition,Vs(S) = V(S)∪⋃a−1
i=0 Vi (S). In Fig. 3.2V(S) ⊂ Vs(S) is shaded darker,

Vs(S)\V(S) is shaded lighter. Note thatVs(S) may extendV(S) without completely
coveringP. We define the regions that are not visible directly or indirectly to be blind
spots. More precisely, ablind spotis a connected component ofP\Vs(S). By computing
Vs(S) we mean computing its boundary, so it is sufficient to describe these blind spots
in order to have a description ofVs(S).

Recall that our ultimate goal is to prove a tight bound on the maximum combinatorial
complexity ofVs(S). This is done by first locally classifying blind spot vertices and then
bounding the global number of different types of vertices. Roughly, we prove that blind
spots are mostly convex and their vertices are of four different types, three of which can

Fig. 3.1. Mirror visibility polygon; shading indicates light.
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Fig. 3.2. Specular visibility regionVs(S); shading indicates light.

only occur once per pair of mirror visibility polygons, while vertices of the last class
have to be counted differently. We now present the details of the argument.

As a finite union of polygons,Vs(S) is a polygonal region contained inP. Vs(S)
is connected since every point in it is connected toS by a path consisting entirely of
points directly or indirectly visible toS and thus contained inVs(S). A vertex, such as
w2 in Fig. 3.2, generated by the intersection of edges of the relative boundary of two
sets amongV(S) andVi (S), i = 0, . . . ,a− 1, is called aninterior vertexof Vs(S). The
boundary ofVs(S)may consist of edges ofP, such asv0v1; portions of edges ofP, such
asv1w1; and segments in the interior ofP, such asw1w2.

The edges of the relative boundary ofVs(S) come from the edges of the relative
boundary of the setsV(S) andVi (S), i = 0, . . . ,a− 1. We have assumed that visibility
terminates at a vertex, so we define a (specular) vpath limit to be any 2-link path inP
from S to bd(P) that obeys the reflection property but passes through a vertex ofP; this
may happen at, before, or after the point of reflection. Refer to Fig. 3.3. As mentioned
earlier, we assume that another type of degeneracy does not occur, namely, that it is not
possible for a vpath limit to go through two vertices ofP. Informally, we assume that the
light sourceS is not collinear with a pair of vertices ofP, even after one reflection. The
portion of a vpath limit beyond the occluding vertex is not visible fromS, and the region
adjacent to one side of that portion of the vpath limit is in shadow, while the opposite
side of it is necessarily lit. These subsegments are calledshadow edges; they bound
V(S) and mirror visibility polygons and may become part of the boundary ofVs(S).
However, some portions of shadow edges or entire shadow edges are made visible from
other directions, such asv1w2 in Fig. 3.2, and therefore do not become boundary edges
of Vs(S). Vi (S) is a simply connected portion ofP cut out by disjoint chords, which are
shadow segments contained in second links of appropriate vpath limits. Windows of the
direct visibility polygonV(S) are the shadow edges boundingV(s). They cutV(S) out
of P. For example,v1w4 in Fig. 3.2 is a window ofV(S).

We have different situations according to whether the shadow after the reflection is
inside (in) or outside (out) of the angle of reflection, see Fig. 3.3. In addition, a vpath
limit can touch a reflex vertexbeforeor after reflection, or it can touch the endpoint
(end) of the edge it reflects off of. Recall that points on a vpath limit are visible to
the source up to and including the first reflex vertex on the path. In the figures, small
shaded wedges indicate reflex vertices ofP. Small circles emphasize that the shadow is
generated because the reflection occurs at the end of an edge ofP. Shadow edges are
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Fig. 3.3. Specular vpath limit types; dark shading indicates exterior ofP.

defined locally, according to the effects along a single path. They may be lit from other
directions, thereby the shadow region along them is reduced. This is illustrated by the
dashed lines in Fig. 3.3, where the shadow regions above the dashed lines are lit up.

We give without proof the following fundamental facts.

Fact 3.1.

(a) In a simple polygon, the portion of any segment visible from a point is either
empty or forms a connected subsegment.

(b) Similarly, the portion of any segment weakly visible from another segment is
empty or forms a connected subsegment.

Fact 3.2. There can be no part of bd(P) inside any region bounded by a simple curve
completely contained in P.

The first seems to be part of “folklore” that must have been known to the Greeks,
though we could not find an explicit published reference. When stated for visibility (from
a point) of points lying along a polygon edge, it can be found in [3]. A proof of a stronger
statement can be found in [2]. (Briefly, they prove the statement: “The weak visibility
region of a relatively convex subset ofP is relatively convex.” A set is defined to be
relatively convexif the shortest path connecting any two of its points is contained in the
set.) The second fact is equivalent to our assumption thatP is a simple polygon and thus
is simply connected.

We now turn our attention to classifying blind spots ofVs(S).
A blind spot whose boundary does not intersectbd(P) is called aninterior blind

spot. By placing small mirrors oriented appropriately along edges of our polygon we
can produce thin mirror visibility polygons that intersect to create interior blind spots in
Vs(S). Refer to Fig. 3.4. This shows thatVs(S) is not necessarily simply connected. For
example, the interior blind spot labeled 1 in Fig. 3.4 was created by encircling it with
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Fig. 3.4. Blind spot types.

thin mirror visibility polygons, created by light reflecting off mirrorsm1 andm2, in an
otherwise nonvisible region.

We define aboundary blind spotto be a connected region ofP\Vs(S) which has part
of bd(P) as its boundary. Some of the vertices of a boundary blind spot must lie on
bd(P) while some may be interior vertices. A boundary blind spot with a single interior
vertex is called asimple boundary blind spot(labeled 4 in Fig. 3.4). As seen in the figure
some boundary blind spots, without interior vertices, are generated at the “far ends” of
mirror visibility polygons (labeled 2). We can also have boundary blind spots with more
than one interior vertex created by shadow edges (such as those labeled 3).

We define a direction along a vpath (or vpath limit) according to increasing distance
from S along the path. Suppose two vpath links cross atx. We call the links̀ andr so
that the clockwise circular ordering aroundx is: ` leavingx, r leavingx, ` enteringx,
r enteringx. See Fig. 3.5(a). Removal of directed link` (r ) splits P into two or more
pieces, which we classify into those lying locally left of` (r ) and those lying locally
right of` (r ). Removal of̀ andr together produces four or more connected components,
which we classify into left, right, top, or bottom.Left(right) components lie in the portion
of P to the left (resp. right) of both̀ andr . Bottomcomponents lie to the left of̀and to

Fig. 3.5. Quadrants and position of source. In (a) different quadrants are shaded differently. In (b) shading
indicates exterior ofP.
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the right ofr , while top components lie to the right of̀and to the left ofr . Finally, we
define aleft (right, top, bottom) quadrantto be the union of left (resp. right, top, bottom)
connected components. Note that this is slightly different from defining a quadrant as the
intersection ofP with a quadrant of theplanecreated by the two lines; this is apparent
when one considers the “handle” on top of Fig. 3.5(a). In the figure, left, right, top, and
bottom quadrants are labeledqL , qR, qT , andqB, respectively.

We now introduce a classification of interior vertices of blind spots. Namely, ifx is
such a vertex lying at the intersection of two links as above, we callx a left (right, top,
bottom) vertex if the blind spot lies in the left (resp. right, top, bottom) quadrant with
respect tox, locally nearx.

Lemma 3.3. If x ∈ int(P) is a point not visible to S on the intersection of two vpath
limits, then the source S must lie in the closure of either the left or the right quadrant,
relative to x.

Proof. Consider two segments of vpath limits that intersect atx determining the four
quadrants labeledqL ,qT ,qB,qR as in Fig. 3.5(a). If they are both second links of vpath
limits we can without loss of generality indicate the first reflections,a andb, of the vpath
limits as in Fig. 3.5(b). If the sourceS lay in qB, thenx would be visible toSsinceSand
x would be opposite vertices of the quadrilateralSaxbwhose boundary is completely
contained inP. Indeed, inSaxb, a andb would necessarily be convex corners, so the
open segmentSx would lie in the interior ofSaxband thus inint(P), by Fact 3.2. The
case placingS in qT is similar. Therefore, the only valid placements forS are inqR or
qL (or on their boundaries) as shown in Fig. 3.5(b), as desired.

We now consider the case when one of the intersecting segments is the first link of a
vpath limit, i.e., it contains a window. In this case the lemma holds, asS lies on a link
which is contained in the closure of either the left or right quadrant.

Finally, x cannot lie on two windows since two windows cannot meet.

We are interested in counting interior vertices of blind spots. They lie at intersec-
tions of the relative boundaries of two (real) mirror visibility polygons, or of a mirror
visibility polygon andV(S). Recalling that segments of relative boundaries ofV(S) are
called “windows,” we first examine the vertices obtained as a result of the latter type of
intersections.

Lemma 3.4. The intersection of a fixed edge e of the relative boundary of a mirror
visibility polygon with V(S) yields at most one interior blind spot vertex of Vs(S). No
bottom vertex can be created in this fashion.

Proof. By Fact 3.1(a)e intersects the boundary ofV(S) in at most two points, one of
which lies on a mirror or at a vertex ofP, proving the first part of the lemma.

Now assume the bottom vertex of a blind spot does occur at pointx where a win-
dow w intersectse. We have defined the positive direction along the vpath limit in
such a manner thate must be oriented fromV(S) toward P\V(S) nearx. Hence if
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x were a bottom vertex of a blind spot, the blind spot would lie inV(S) nearx—a
contradiction.

We now give a more formal characterization of interior and boundary blind spots.

Lemma 3.5. An interior blind spot R is a closed convex polygon with each vertex on
two vpath limits; it contains exactly one top and one bottom vertex.

Proof. R is a component ofP\(V(S) ∪ ⋃
i Vi (S)). As each ofV(S), Vi (S) is a

polygonal, relatively open subset ofP (except possibly at reflex vertices ofP), R is a
closed polygonal set. As the relative boundaries ofV(S),Vi (S) consist of portions of
vpath limits, so does the boundary ofR. As Vs(S) is connected,R is simply connected,
as a connected component ofP\Vs(S). Finally, consider a vertexv of R. AsV(S),Vi (S)
have no interior vertices,vmust lie on the relative boundary of two or more sets from the
family {V(S),V1(S), . . . ,Va(S)} and so on the intersection of two or more vpath limits.
Since only one side of a vpath limit is in shadow, only one of the four sectors formed by
the two segments can be in shadow, as it will not be lit by either beam of light. Therefore
v is a convex vertex ofR, soR is convex.

SinceR lies outsideV(S), there is a window ofV(S) betweenSandR and all vpath
limits appearing onbd(R)must intersect that window. The perpendicular distance from
the window to any point on a vpath limit increases as we traverse the vpath limit away from
Sand thus away from the window. Therefore the direction of the edges ofR is consistent
with increasing perpendicular distance from the line containing the window. AsR is
convex, it thus must have a unique minimum (top vertex) and a unique maximum (bottom
vertex) while the remaining vertices must be side vertices. Figure 3.6(a) illustrates the
case whereR does not touch the window, while Fig. 3.6(b) shows the case when the
window overlaps the boundary ofR. The proof of the latter case is similar.

Lemma 3.6. A boundary blind spot is a closed set(except possibly at reflex vertices
of P) bounded by a convex chain and a connected portion of bd(P). It has no bottom
vertex and at most one top vertex.

Fig. 3.6. Interior blind spots.
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Proof. Let R be a boundary blind spot. Proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 3.5,
we conclude thatR is closed (except possibly at reflex vertices ofP) and polygonal,
and all its interior vertices are convex. Ifbd(P) appeared onbd(R) more than once,
P\R would be disconnected, which is impossible as it would imply thatVs(S) is not
connected. HenceR is bounded by a convex chain and a connected portion ofbd(P).
(Note that a “convex chain” here is just a polygonal curve which makes only left turns
as it is traversed in counterclockwise direction aroundR. We do not claim that it is a
portion of the boundary of a convex set, which is the usual definition of a convex chain.)

As for the second claim, for a contradiction, consider a bottom vertexx. By Lemma 3.4,
it cannot lie on a window. Lety andz be the points where (the second links of) the two
vpath limits containingx intersect the window which separatesx from V(S). By defini-
tion of a bottom vertex and of a window and by Fact 3.2, the points immediately outside
4xyz lie in Vs(S), so the blind spot containingx must be fully contained in4xyzand
must thus be an interior blind spot.

Finally, on the bounding convex chain, consider the perpendicular distance to the
window separatingR from S. Any top vertex is a local minimum on the chain (see the
proof of Lemma 3.5). However, any two local minima must be separated by a local
maximum, which would have to be a bottom vertex. Thus there is at most one top vertex,
as claimed.

Lemma 3.7. The relative boundaries of two mirror visibility polygons cannot intersect
to generate two bottom, two left, or two right blind spot vertices.

Proof. Consider the situation depicted in Fig. 3.7 where two vpath limits from the
source pointS reflecting off edgeej are intersected at pointsa andb by a third vpath
limit reflecting off a different edgeei . We call this acore configurationand observe the
following. Consider the four angles adjacent to the segmentab. By Fact 3.2 no reflex
vertex ofP can occur inside the “triangular region”abSj whose boundary is contained in
P. More precisely, the triangleabSj can be folded acrossej to form a union of a triangle
and a quadrilateral whose interior must not contain a reflex vertex ofP by Fact 3.2. In
particular, the indicated angles are lit up fromSj and thusa (resp.b) cannot be a blind
spot vertex with the blind spot lying in one of these angles neara (resp.b). We use this
observation about the core configuration repeatedly to prove the lemma.

Fig. 3.7. Angles lit up and thus not containing incident blind spots; shading indicates presence of light.
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Fig. 3.8. One bottom vertex per pair of mirrors.

We proceed by contradiction. If two mirror visibility polygons intersect to generate
two bottom, two left, or two right blind spot vertices, the two vertices can either share
a vpath limit link, or be created by interaction of four distinct links. Figure 3.8 (resp.
Fig. 3.9) shows all possible configurations of pairs of bottom (resp. left) blind spot
vertices. Left and right blind spot spots vertices are handled similarly.

The cases depicted in Figs. 3.8(a) and 3.9(a,b) are ruled out immediately by the core
configuration observation. The situation in Fig. 3.8(b) has two possible candidate pairs
of bottom vertices not covered by the other figures:w andy, or x andz. Here the core
configuration observation does not allowx, w, or y to be bottom vertices. Note thatj2
andi1 need not intersect, if we are considering verticesw andy—the argument continues
to hold. The case of Fig. 3.9(c) is handled similarly.

There is another class of configurations that we do not illustrate with the figures, where
among the four participating vpath limits there are exactly two intersections. In such a
situation, the possibility of the two vertices being both left, right, or bottom vertices can
also be eliminated by inspection.

At this point we would like to mention that there can be no analogue of Lemma 3.7 for
top vertices, as indeed it is possible for the interaction of two mirror visibility polygons
to create several top vertices. Refer to Fig. 3.10.

Fig. 3.9. One left vertex per pair of mirrors.
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Fig. 3.10. Two or more top vertices can be created by the interaction of two mirror visibility polygons. Two
blind spots are shaded and their top vertices indicated by dots. The relative boundary of one mirror visibility
polygon is drawn dashed, while the second one is outlined in a dotted line.

4. Complexity of Vs(S)

Recall the use of thin mirror visibility polygons in Fig. 3.4 to create a blind spot. By
placing2(n) small mirrors appropriately along the boundary ofP we can produce a
Vs(S) with 2(n2) components; see Fig. 4.1. The details of the mirrorM1 are shown
separately in Fig. 4.2; mirrorM2 is similar. More precisely, we use collections of mirrors
organized into two “supermirrors” which have the property that they split a light beam
into many subbeams. Placing two such supermirrors,M1 andM2, with2(n) submirrors
each, as indicated in the figure produces a grid-like arrangement of beams with2(n2)

blind spots.
Note that rays reflected off edges of typea in Fig. 4.2 are unchanged from reflections

off the original top edge, and therefore do not intersect the vpath limiti1 in Fig. 4.1. There
are no reflections off edges of typeb since they are not directly visible to the source.
Reflections off edges of typecgenerate the beams that escape the direct visibility polygon
and create one set of “grid lines.” Analogous reasoning applies to reflections off the other

Fig. 4.1. Lower bound forVs(S).
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Fig. 4.2. Magnified view of supermirrorM1.

supermirror. This produces anÄ(n2) lower bound on the number of blind spots and on
the worst-case complexity ofVs(S).

We bound the combinatorial complexity ofVs(S) by counting its vertices, as the
number of its edges is equal to the number of vertices. Vertices ofVs(S) are the vertices
of the interior and boundary blind spots and some of the vertices ofP. Recall thatP has
n edges and vertices.Shas at mostn edges weakly visible from it and thus there are at
mostn mirror visibility polygons.V(S) is known to haveO(n) vertices and edges, and
thus windows. A vertex ofVs(S) on the boundary ofP is one of then original vertices
of P, an endpoint of a window, or an endpoint of a vpath limit. There areO(n) vertices
of the former two types, as each is a vertex ofV(S). A vpath limit must emanate fromS
and then pass through one of then vertices ofP, before, during, or after reflection. If it
passes through a vertex ofP before or during the reflection, the vertex is visible toSand
there is one such vpath limit per vertex. If it passes through a vertex after the reflection,
it is fully determined by the mirror and the vertex through which it passes, limiting the
number of the second type of vpath limits to no more thann2. Therefore altogether there
areO(n2) vpath limits andO(n2) vertices ofVs(S) lying on the boundary ofP.

Interior vertices can only be generated by intersections of vpath limits occurring in
P\V(S) and must be of type top, bottom, left, or right. Interior vertices occurring on a
window must be generated at most in pairs by interaction ofV(S) and an edge of the
relative boundary of a mirror visibility polygon, by Lemma 3.4. Since each of the at
mostn mirror visibility polygons hasO(n) edges, their number isO(n2).

Lemmas 3.4 and 3.7 imply that any bottom vertex can be uniquely charged to the pair
of mirrors generating it, and that no other bottom vertex can be charged to the same two
mirrors. Therefore the number of such vertices isO(n2). Lemma 3.7 similarly implies
that the number of left and right vertices not on a window isO(n2).

Every top vertex must be incident to a left or a right vertex unless it is the top vertex
of a simple boundary blind spot. In the former case we charge it to its neighboring
vertex. The neighbor is charged no more than once. Hence the number of top vertices
of nonsimple boundary blind spots isO(n2). A simple boundary blind spot has a top
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vertex and exactly two boundary vertices created by vpath limits or windows, and we
have shown above that there areO(n2) such boundary vertices. Therefore there can be
at mostO(n2) top vertices of simple boundary blind spots. Combining these estimates,
we obtain anO(n2) upper bound on the complexity ofVs(S).

Theorem 4.1. The combinatorial complexity of Vs(S) is O(n2), andÄ(n2) can be
achieved in the worst case.

A slightly more careful argument yields that the worst-case complexity ofVs(S) is
in fact2(ar + a2+ n), wherea is the number of edges ofP visible fromSandr is the
number of reflex vertices ofP [6].

Observe that in all of our arguments we have only examined the interaction ofV(S)
and individual mirror visibility polygons (Lemma 3.4), and the interaction of pairs of
mirror visibility polygons (Lemma 3.7). No global argument appears to be necessary.
So we have proven a statement stronger than Theorem 4.1. It will be useful in Section 6
where we address algorithmic issues and need to manipulate subsets of mirror visibility
polygons.

Observation 4.2. The combinatorial complexity of the union of V(S) and any k≥ 1
mirror visibility polygons is O(kn).

5. Diffuse Visibility Regions

We now consider the diffuse visibility regionVd(S). We take the same approach as in
the specular case and only comment on the differences in analysis—remarkably, there
are relatively few differences.

The notion of a mirror remains the same. The (diffuse) mirror visibility polygonVi (S)
of mirror mi is just the weak visibility polygon ofmi , i.e., the set of points that can see
at least one point in the interior ofmi . Vd(S) = V(S) ∪⋃a−1

i=0 Vi (S). The boundary of
Vd(S) consists of portions of windows, portions of the relative boundaries of theVi (S),
and (portions of) edges ofP. Similar to the case of specular reflection,Vi (S) is cut out of
P by (portions of) limiting cases of visibility paths which we call (diffuse) vpath limits.
The types of segments (besides windows) that arise in the vpath limits are illustrated
in Fig. 5.1 (see, for example, [10]). For simplicity of presentation, in addition to the
assumption thatP does not contain three collinear vertices, we also suppose that the
endpoint of a mirror is not collinear with any pair of vertices ofP.

The second link of a diffuse vpath limit either (a) emanates from an endpoint ofmi

and passes through a single reflex vertex, or (b) emanates from an interior point ofmi

and passes through two reflex vertices. In the former case the line containing the second
link has the mirror and the reflex vertex on the same side. In the latter case it separates the
two reflex vertices. See Fig. 5.1. Theshadow edgeof the diffuse vpath limit starts after
the last reflex vertex on the path and this vertex determines on which side the shadow
lies. We define this vertex to be thekey reflex vertexfor the diffuse vpath limit. Our
nondegeneracy assumptions ensure that the above classification of diffuse vpath limits
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Fig. 5.1. Diffuse vpath limit types; darker shading indicates exterior ofP.

is well defined. If we were to allow two vertices collinear with the endpoint of a mirror,
it would be possible for a portion of a vpath limit to have both sides in shadow.

For specular reflections, distinct rays (or vpath limits) reflecting from a common mir-
ror must diverge. However, for diffuse reflections distinct rays or vpath limits reflecting
from a given edge may intersect. Analysis of blind spot vertices using diffuse vpath
limits will therefore need to consider cases involving intersecting diffuse vpath limits
from a given mirror. These are the only new cases that require a change of the arguments
we have used for specular reflection.

Lemma 5.1. If two distinct diffuse vpath limits reflecting from a common mirror
intersect, they cannot meet their respective key reflex vertices until after that inter-
section.

Proof. Let two diffuse vpath limits fromSthrough pointsy andzof mirrormi intersect
at x as in Fig. 5.2.

Without loss of generality consider the diffuse vpath limit throughy and its link
containingx andy. If y is an endpoint ofmi , the corresponding key reflex vertex must
occur on the same side of the link asmi . If it occurred beforex it would lie inside4yxz
contradicting Fact 3.2. Thusy must be interior tomi and we attempt to place the key
reflex vertex beforex. Placing it inside4yxzcontradicts Fact 3.2, so it must lie outside.
If the key reflex vertex is placed onyx outside4yxz, the corresponding first reflex vertex
must be placed on the inside, again contradicting Fact 3.2.

Therefore in all cases the key reflex vertices generating the diffuse vpath limits must
occur after the intersection atx.

Note that no interior vertex of a blind spot can be formed by two vpath limits reflected
off the same edge, sinceVi (S), as the region of weak visibility frommi , is cut out ofP by
disjoint chords (see, e.g., [10]). Alternatively, it follows from Lemma 5.1 that two vpath

Fig. 5.2. Intersecting diffuse vpath limits.
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Fig. 5.3. No interior blind spots; darker shading indicates exterior ofP.

limits from the samemi intersect before the start of their shadow edges, and therefore
cannot form an interior vertex of any blind spot.

Lemma 5.2. Blind spots of Vd(S) have no bottom vertices.

Proof. We argue by contradiction. Ifx is a bottom vertex of a blind spot it must lie at
the intersection of two vpath limitsi1 and j1, by the reasoning of Lemma 3.4. As already
observed, these vpath limits must come from two different edgesei , ej of P. Let these
vpath limits intersectei andej at y andz, respectively. Asx is a bottom vertex of a
blind spot, it must be shaded locally as in Fig. 5.3. Then there must exist two key reflex
vertices as indicated in the figure.

Now consider the placement of the sourceS. The boundary ofP cannot cross a vpath
limit, or cross itself, so the only possible configuration for it is shown as the dashed line
in the figure.Scannot be placed in regions 3, 4, or 7 since thenz would not be directly
visible to S. S cannot be placed in regions 3, 5, or 6 since theny would not be directly
visible to S. S cannot be placed in region 8 since thenx would be directly visible from
Sand could not be a blind spot vertex.

Since there is no valid placement forS, there can be no bottom vertex of a blind
spot.

Corollary 5.3. Vd(S) has no interior blind spots.

Proof. Arguing as in Lemma 3.5, if an interior blind spot existed, it would have to be
convex and have a bottom vertex.

Corollary 5.4. A boundary blind spot of Vd(S) is a closed(except possibly at reflex
vertices of P) set bounded by a convex chain and a connected portion of bd(P). It has
no bottom vertices and at most one top vertex.

Proof. Arguing as in Lemma 3.6, a boundary blind spot must be cut out by a connected
convex curve. Further following the proof of Lemma 3.6, we conclude that a boundary
blind spot can have at most one top vertex, as the presence of two top vertices would
imply the existence of a bottom vertex between them, leading to a contradiction.

As in Lemma 3.4, interaction of an edge of a mirror visibility polygon withV(S)
yields at most one interior blind spot vertex, as the edge can only intersectV(S) in a
connected segment, by Fact 3.1(b), and one of its endpoints lies onbd(P).
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Fig. 5.4. Shading indicates angles not containing incident blind spots.

We now show how to count the other types of blind spot vertices in a manner similar to
that used for specular reflections. Note, however, that for diffuse reflections it is possible
for vpath limits reflected from the same edge to intersect, but their key reflex vertices
must occur after that intersection.

Lemma 5.5. Interaction of two mirror visibility polygons cannot generate two left
blind spot vertices.

Proof. As in Lemma 3.7 we first consider the situation where two vpath limits from
the source pointS reflecting off edgeej are intersected at pointsa andb by a third
vpath limit reflecting off a different edgeei . We call it acore configuration. Consider
the four angles adjacent to the segmentab. See Fig. 5.4(a). By Fact 3.2 no reflex vertex
of P can occur inside the triangular regionabzwhose boundary is contained inP. In
particular, the indicated angles are lit up by rays reflecting offej and thusa (resp.b)
cannot be a blind spot vertex with the blind spot lying in one of these angles neara
(resp.b). Similarly, the same reasoning applies when there is no intersection of vpath
limits, as in Fig. 5.4(b), where quadrilateralaa′b′b is fully lit up. We call this fact the
core configuration observationand use it repeatedly to prove the lemma.

To derive a contradiction, assume that such a pair of vertices exists. As in the proof
of Lemma 3.7, we separately consider the case of the two vertices sharing a vpath limit
(Fig. 5.5) and the case where there are four vpath limits involved (Fig. 5.6). In either
case, vpath limits from one edge must cross before arriving at the vertices, if they cross
at all, by Lemma 5.1. If they do not cross, the argument of Lemma 3.7 can be repeated
verbatim here, with the role of the single reflex vertex of the proof of the specular case
played here by the key reflex vertex. Thus we proceed to handle only those cases where
there is at least one crossing among vpath limits reflecting off the same mirror.

The cases depicted in Figs. 5.5(a) and (b) are ruled out immediately by the core
configuration observation, as there can be no left blind spot vertex atx. In each subfigure
of Fig. 5.6, eitherx, y or x′, y′ is the pair of candidate left vertices. Here the core
configuration observation disallowsx (resp.y′) as a left blind spot vertex if the first
(resp. second) pair is assumed to be present.

There is another class of configurations that we do not illustrate with figures, where
among the four participating vpath limits there are exactly two intersections. In such a
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Fig. 5.5. Two left vertices sharing a vpath limit.

situation, the possibility of the two vertices both being left blind spot vertices can be
eliminated by an analogous process.

Therefore a left blind spot vertex can be associated with a unique pair of mirrors, and
no pair is charged more than once, so there are at most a quadratic number of left blind
spot vertices. Similarly for right vertices.

Theorem 5.6. The complexity of Vd(S) is O(n2) and can beÄ(n2) in the worst case.

Proof. In Fig. 5.7 each of the2(n) pockets generates2(n) boundary blind spots,
for a total ofÄ(n2) blind spots. This gives anÄ(n2) lower bound on the worst-case
complexity ofVd(S).

We now derive an upper bound. We begin by recalling thatVd(S) is the union of
V(S) and the at mostn mirror visibility polygons. Each of the at mostn + 1 sets is a
polygonal set cut out ofP by at mostn chords [8], [16], [10]. Thus onlyO(n2) vertices
can occur on the boundary ofP. Only O(n2) vertices can occur on windows ofV(S),
at most two per edge of the relative boundary of a mirror visibility polygon.Vd(S) is
a polygon whose interior vertices can only be left, right, or top vertices of boundary
blind spots. By Lemma 5.5, we can only haveO(n2) left and right vertices. Since any
boundary blind spot has at most one top vertex by Corollary 5.4 and exactly two vertices
on bd(P), there are at mostO(n2) top vertices. Therefore the complexity ofVd(S) is
O(n2).

As in the case of specular visibility, our analysis proves a stronger statement than the
above theorem.

Fig. 5.6. Two left vertices not sharing a vpath limit.
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Fig. 5.7. Lower bound construction forVd(S).

Observation 5.7. The combinatorial complexity of the union of V(S) and k≥ 1mirror
visibility polygons is O(kn).

The analysis can also be refined to produce an upper bound of the formO(a2+ar+n)
and a lower bound of the formÄ(min{a2,ar}+n)on the worst-case complexity ofVd(S),
wherea is the number of edges ofP weakly visible fromSandr is the number of reflex
corners ofP.

6. Algorithms

In order to compute the visibility polygon from pointS in P:

1. ComputeV(S).
2. ComputeVi (S), for i = 0, . . . ,a− 1.
3. ComputePi = V(S) ∪ Vi (S), for i = 0, . . . ,a− 1.
4. MergePi ’s in pairs, then merge the resulting sets in pairs, etc., obtaining the desired

set indlogae rounds.

Each of thea+ 1 sets in steps 1 and 2 can be computed in linear time by a standard
visibility polygon algorithm or weak visibility algorithm for diffuse mirror visibility
polygons [8], [16], [10]. (More precisely,V(S) is first computed by any standard algo-
rithm. At this point, mirrors have been computed. Specular mirror visibility polygons
can be computed from the equationVi (S) = P ∩ V(Si , P ∪ 1i ). Triangles1i are
easy to compute, so a Riemann surface is formed by gluingP to1i alongmi and any
triangulation-based visibility polygon algorithm is run on it, such as that of Guibas et al.
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[10]. It is easy to check that their algorithm works as well on a triangulated simply
connected Riemann surface, though we only need it for a very restricted surface, with
limited overlap. The diffuse case is easier, as it only requires a computation of a standard
weak visibility polygon from a mirror, insideP.) The pairwise merges in steps 3 and 4
are accomplished by a sweepline algorithm [4], at the cost ofO(logn) per vertex of the
polygons being merged and per vertex of their union. Fact 3.1 easily implies that each
Pi has linear complexity, so computing allPi ’s takesO(an logn) time.

The running time of one merge step isO((u + v) logv), whereu is the number of
new intersection points of the input segments discovered by the algorithm, andv is the
number of edges bounding the regions being merged. In our case,u is exactly the number
of vertices of the union ofk Pi ’s discovered by the algorithm that were not vertices of
the two smaller unions being merged. Note that using aO(u+ v logv)-time algorithm,
such as [5], does not improve the running time, as a newly discovered vertex of a generic
merge step participates in the next round of merges as an old vertex, and thus incurs a
logarithmic cost. Also, observe that merging all setsPi simultaneously is inefficient, as
it is easy to construct cases where the boundaries of setsPi intersect among themselves
in 2(n3) points.

Observations 4.2 and 5.7 guarantee that the union ofk ≥ 1 Pi ’s has complexityO(nk).
On the other hand,v is the output of the two merge algorithms at the previous level of
the merge tree, each of which has complexityO(nk/2). Hence the cost of merging the
two sets is(2× O(nk/2)+ O(nk))× log(nk) = O(nk logn).

Let T(k) be the amount of time it takes to produce the union ofk Pi ’s. As discussed
above, sweepline-based merge costsO(kn logn), soT(k) has to satisfy

T(k) =
{

O(n) if k = 1,
2T(k/2)+ O(kn logn) otherwise.

Recalling that there area mirrors altogether, we conclude that the entire algorithm
runs in time

T(a) = O(an loga logn).

Thus we conclude:

Theorem 6.1. Both Vs(S) and Vd(S) can be constructed in O(an loga logn) time,
which is O(n2 log2 n) in the worst case; here a≤ n is the number of edges of P weakly
visible from S.

7. Conclusions

We have defined the concepts of a specular visibility regionVs(S) and a diffuse visibility
regionVd(S) based on the type of reflection that is allowed along 2-link visibility paths.
We have shown thatVs(S) may be nonsimple with interior blind spots, whileVd(S)
is always simple. We have presented a2(n2) worst-case bound on the combinatorial
complexity of bothVs(S) andVd(S) and described simpleO(n2 log2 n)-time algorithms
for constructing both sets.
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Theart gallery problemwith reflections is to find a set of a minimum number of point
light sources positioned at vertices of a polygon that can illuminate the entire polygon.
Lee and Lin [15] have shown that this problem is NP-hard for direct visibility. Prasad [22]
shows that this problem remains NP-hard for visibility with at most one reflection.

A variant of the art gallery problem is to find the set of all points (if any) in the
polygon, called thekernel, each of which can illuminate the entire polygon. Extending
this notion of kernel, we defineK i , the kernel underi levels of reflection, to be the set
of points each of which can illuminate the entire polygon with at mosti reflections. This
definition applies naturally to both types of reflections, specular or diffuse. It is obvious
from the definition that ifK i is nonempty, so isK ` for any` > i . Hence, the interesting
problem is to find the nonemptyK i wherei is minimum. A related problem of finding
the link centerof a polygon has been solved in [17], [13], and [7]. The link center of a
polygon is defined to be the set of points in the polygon, each of which can reach the
entire polygon with at mostk-link paths, where no point can reach the entire polygon
with fewer links. The algorithms of [17] and [13] use the crucial property of the link
center that it is the intersection of link-k neighborhoods (i.e., loci of points reachable by
a k-link path) of vertices of the given polygon. Unfortunately this is no longer true for
visibility with reflection. LetN =⋂v Vd(v), with the intersection taken over all vertices
v of polygon P. Clearly,K 1 ⊆ N. However, we can construct examples showing that
K 1 6= N; an analogous statement holds for specular reflection. This poses a difficulty in
computing kernels under reflections. The only progress we could make in this regard is
to characterize the kernel under single diffuse reflection as follows.

Let S(e) denote the set of all points that are visible directly or indirectly with one
reflection from every point of an edgee. We call S(e) the strong visibility regionof
e. We can establish thatK 1 under diffuse reflection coincides with the intersection of
strong visibility regions of all edges. Details of these results on the art gallery problem
and its relatives are reported in [22]. Finally, we observe that the above condition isnot
sufficient to describeK 1 under specular reflection, as it is possible for a light source to
illuminate (with at most one specular reflection) the boundary of the polygon without
fully illuminating its interior.

In another direction of research we consider multiple levels of reflection. The results
are reported in a companion paper [1]. It establishes asymptotically tight bounds on
combinatorial complexity of the portion of a simple polygon visible from a single point
with at mostk specular reflections, for any fixedk > 0. Computing these regions
efficiently is discussed there as well. Further extensions of multiple specular reflection
work to general polygonal, possibly disconnected sources of light, and to presence of
obstacles (“holes”) are discussed in [6]. Diffuse visibility with multiple reflections is
considered in [23].
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